Summer Recess

A newspaper is a money proposition and The Tech is no exception. With the end of the term approaching a curious phenomenon begins to happen in our offices: ads diminish in direct proportion to the number of issues left in the term. This means that we cannot print as many pages as before; and the Entertainment page must go first because of its independent nature. It is an understandable situation and we hope our readers will accept the fact that running an extra page next week would mean a great monetary loss for the newspaper.

We will be back next year. We hope you have enjoyed what you have seen this year, although very few people did think it necessary to manifest their opinion in print. We hope the writers will top this year, although very few people did think it necessary to manifest their opinion in print. We hope the writers will top next year we will have a regular staff and more response. We believe the summer recess is based on a poem by D. H. Lawrence.

The love of the Guitar Family. For information write International Festival Association, P. O. Box 224, N. Y. 24. That next year we will have a regular staff and more response. We believe the summer recess is based on a poem by D. H. Lawrence.

Also come into the 7th Annual Newport Jazz Festival has announced its program for the summer or any of the preceding seven, this particular time is, in Boston. The Boston Pops give their "Ensemble concerts," every evening for a week: North, Plum Island, Marblehead are a few miles away; nobody works hard enough because the weather is too beautiful to be wasted indoors; and most everyone is naturally drawn towards the Arts Festival, where boys-girls meet on and off the stage.

Theatre, Poetry

This year the program of performances is very exciting. On the very first the "Charles Playhouse" group will give a performance of "The Prodigal," a play by Jack Richardson, a young man of 25. The Charles has been fighting the snobbery of the critics and the Administration for three years, and its reputed successes are well regarded by this excellent opportunity to perform for thousands of specta
tors. On June 6th, Robert Lowell will read from his works. Each festival this year will be the last in direct proportion to the number of issues left in the term. This means that we cannot print as many pages as before; and the Entertainment page must go first because of its independent nature. It is an understandable situation and we hope our readers will accept the fact that running an extra page next week would mean a great monetary loss for the newspaper.
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